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Manufacturer of wooden patterns and metal patterns.
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About Us

Laxmi Pattern Works has good Experience in pattern works. We are always try to make our customer

satisfied. Our company has great technitians and quality persons to observe our production process

and get it very clear. Laxmi Pattern Works have always ahead for customer satisfaction by serving the

manufacturing and providing products and services of superior quality at a reasonable price. Laxmi

Pattern Works is always trying to improve.We are always try to make our customer satisfied. Our

company has great technitians and quality persons to observe our production process and get it very

clear. Our company is taking deep interest in customer need, product quality and customer services.

Laxmi Pattern Works has continuously investment in new technology for better product quality. Our

quality team is also very dedicated in quality. Laxmi Pattern Works is one of the pattern company

which providing quality service and satisfaction to the customer. Because of our this conduct, all the

customer also respondding to us very high and genuanly. So company is also very thankfull to all the

customore to make such a very good realtionship with us.Our company is making maximum type of

pattern which required in market in very high demand. As well as we are successfully able to provide

our products in the market. as per demand. Laxmi Pattern Work is always like such type of reliable

customer. Laxmi Pattern Works is got that level from product quality and service to the customer and

also by...

For more information, please visit
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PATTERN

Aluminum Router Patterns 02 Aluminum Router Patterns

Jaw Plate Pattern 01 Jaw Plate Pattern 03
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OTHER PRODUCTS: 

Mantle Pattern 06 Crusher Jaw Plate

Jaw Plate
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 2001

Nature of Business : Manufacturer

Total Number of Employees : Upto 10 People



CONTACT US

Laxmi Pattern Works
Contact Person: Atul Suthar

Plot No. 77, Tirth Bhoomi Industrial Park, AT Bakrol 
Mumbai - 382430, Maharashtra, India

+91-8068442242
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